This reference helps people select A-, B-, or C-size chairs when the three sizes are not available for actual test sitting. Height and weight are key indicators of suitable chair-size choice. Since the B-size chair is designed to fit a broad range of people, Herman Miller recommends it for users who fall in the A/B or B/C category. This chart applies to New Aeron chairs with the extended-height-range pneumatic height-adjustment cylinder.

To determine which chair size is best, find the point of intersection for your height and weight. New Aeron B and C-size chairs are tested and warranted for use by person 159 kilograms and under. A-size chairs are tested and warranted for use by persons 136 kilograms and under.
This reference helps people select A-, B-, or C-size chairs when the three sizes are not available for actual test sitting. Height and weight are key indicators of suitable chair-size choice. Since the B-size chair is designed to fit a broad range of people, Herman Miller recommends it for users who fall in the A/B or B/C category. This chart applies to New Aeron chairs with the extended-height-range pneumatic height-adjustment cylinder.

To determine which chair size is best, find the point of intersection for your height and weight. New Aeron B and C-size chairs are tested and warranted for use by persons 350 pounds and under. A-size chairs are tested and warranted for use by persons 300 pounds and under.